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TEMPERATURE-RECOVERYFACTOR ON BODIES OF REVOLUTION AT

MACH NUMEERS FROM

By Howard A. Stine and

SUMMARY

2.0 TO 3.8

Richard Scherrer

The 10C6J temperature-recoveryfactor of a “twbulent boundsq layer
produced by natural transition on a thin-walled, metal, 10° cone was
measured at Mach numbers of 1.97 and 3.77 and at length Reynolds nunibers,
based on the surface kinematic viscosity, from h x 105 to 4 x 106. The
recovery factor in the fully developed turbulent zone was found to have
a vs3.ueof O.&32 * 0.008 which was essentially ,independentof %oth Mach

‘number and Reynolds nuder. The recovery factor was somewhat greater
toward the end of the region of boundary-layer transition but did not
exceed 0.892.

!lhe recovery factor was also measured on a 40° cone-cylinder com-
M_nation at Mach nunibersof 3.10 and 3.7’7and at length Reynolds numbers
from 3 x 105 to 1 x 106. An increase in local turbulent recovery factor
above that on the 10° cone of less than 2 percent was observed; the
~W -W WZLS0.896. A recovery factor in the turbulent boundary
layer of 0.885 * O.011 is considered to be adequately representative of
the values obtained with both bodies in the present investigation.
Sbilar results hsve been found by previous investigators at lower Mach
nunibers.

INTRODUCTION

The temperature which occurs at the insulatid surface of a vehicle
in supersonic flight may be thought to result from two superimposed
effects. The first effect, which determines the static temperature
just outside the boundary layer, is due to the shape of the body; the
second is brought about by the frictional dissipation of kinetic ener~
in the boundary layer. In most cases the static temperature can be
calculated with good accuracy, and for Mach nunibers@ to 2;5 the tem-
perature rise through turbulent boundary layers can be determined by
recourse to information such as that given in references 1 through 3.

-———— -— .



2 NACA TN 2664

For Reynolds numbers of about one million and for Mach nunibers
less than 2.5 the information contained in references 1 through 3 in&l-

,

cates that when the Wundsry layer is turbulent, about 89 percent of the
available kinetic energy can be expected to appear as heat at the
surface of a body. However, for Mach nuaibersgreat=r than about 2.5
the available theory and experiments (references 4 and 5) sre not in
agreement. !Ibedata of reference -5indicate that very lwge values of
the turbulent-boundqy-lhyer recovery factor (O.92 to O.97) are to be
qpected at MELChnwibers of 2.87 anti4.25, while the theory of refer-
ence 4 indicates that the recovery factor for a l/7-power turbulent-
boundsry-layer veloci~ profile should decrease to 0.863 at a 10CS2
~ch number of 4.25.

The purpose of the present wind-tunnel experiments was to obtain
additional values of the turbulent-%oundary-layerrecovery factor in
the Mach nuniberrange from 2 to 4 and to compsre these values with the
predictions of reference 4 and the data of reference 5.
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gas constant, fee% per ‘F
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absoluti temperature, %

the, seconds
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distance from nose along body generator, feet

coordinate normal to body surface, feet

ratio of specific heats
[ 1~(=1.4) , ciimensiotiess

absoluti viscosi~, pound-seconds per square foot

mass densi~, slugs per cubic foot

()
kinematic viscosi~ ~ , square feet per second

Subscripts

stagnation condition

local condition just outside the boundsry layer

insulated surface condition

measured sm’face condition

free-stieam condition

TEEORY

The theory for turbulent boundary layers is incomplete because the
mechanism of turbulence is not well understood. With the exception of
the theory of Tucker and Maslen (reference 4), the existing theories
which lead to a prediction of the turbulent recovery factor sre sum-
marized in reference 3. The theory of Tucker and Maslen extends the

— . . —— —. —— –.—-
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incompressible Zulalysis
effects of Mach ntier.
approximation formula:

Zn(~) =
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of Sqtie for a flat plate to include the
The result of their analysis is the follm?ing

(1)

.

~ 3N+l+M1’ /

wherein R? is the Prandtl nuiber and N is the reciprocal of the
qonent of the boundary-layer velocity profile as a~roximatedby the
power law. Since the parsmeter N can be shown to increase with the
Reynolds nuniber,it is apparent from equation (1) that the recovery
factor predicted.by the theory of reference 4 increases with increasing
Reynolds nwiter and decreases with increasing Mach number. Squire%
result for the incoqressible case is obtained from eqyation (1) when
the Mach nurber is zero> and the approximation @ = ~ 1/3 is obtained
as the limit when the parameter N is increased indefinitely.

The recovery factor at any point on an insulated body can be foumi
by measuring its surface temperature, T+$ the total temperature of tie
air stream, ~, and the local Mach number

.
~ Ml, just outside the boundary

layer (which defines tie local.static temperature). Zn the present
@estimation these quantities were measured _bywell-known techniqms
and were then conibinedto form the recovery factar accmding to the

.

follmdmg equation:

(:1+ )Y-1 2
—Ml -1
2

Cr =
7-1

M12
Z_

(2)

Eqyation (2) can le derived by caibining the definition of the recovery
factor (see notation) with the adiabatic energy equation.

APP~

Wind TunneU3

The present investigation -s conducted in the Ames 1- by s-foot
supersonic wind tunnels No. 1 and No. 2. Wind tunnel No. 1 is of the
closed= ircuit, continuous-operation,mxriable-pressure type and is
equipped tith a flexible-plate nozzle that provides a range of BQch
hers from 1.2 to 2.4. The absolute pressure in the tunnel settl~

num-
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chamber can be varied from one-fifth of an atmosphere to three atmos-
pheres to provide chaages in the test Reynolds nurriber.The absolute
humidity of the ah is maintained at less than O.WO1 pound of water
per pound of dry ati so that the effects of water content on the super-
sonic flow me negligible. The No. 2 wind tunnel is of the intermitint -
operation, nonretzm+ variable-pressure type and uses the dry ah at
~e~ssme (six atmospheres absolute) from the Ames 1.2-footwind

‘I’heair is expanded to alanosphericpressure through the 1- by
s-foot“test section, which is structurally identical to that of the
No. 1 wind tunnel. The Mach number can be varied from a%out 1.2 to 3.8.
The steady running time available for each test depends hmgely on the
test lkch nunber and varies from about 18 mhrtes at a lhch nuniberof
2.o to 5 minutes at a Mach nuniberof 3.8. The total pressure in the
wind-tunnel settling chamber is controlled by means of a butterfly
tlxrottlingvalye in the sqppl.ypipe. Because the air in the supply
system eqands during each test, the stagnation temperature decreases
tith time; the ~ rate of decrease is about 4° J?per minute.

Test Bodies

In order to obtain measurements for comparison with -sting the-,
a body Wth uniform surface pressure and tqperatie was desired. n
supersonic flow this consideration required, for instance, a cone or a
flat plate ● Stice the turbulent boundary layer on a conic- body has
been shown by the theory presented in reference 6 to be related to that
on a flat plate, and because bodies of revolution are more co~enient
to test than flat plates, a Xl” cone was employed to obtati data for
comparison with the theory of reference 4. Because a k“ cone cylinder
WS used ti obtain the data reported in reference 5, a body with almost
identical externsl shape was made and tested to obtain comparable data.

100 cone.- The 10° included-angle cone(fig. l(a)) was made of
stainless steel and, with the exception of an inaccessible region at
the tip and a threaded section at the base, the wall thickness was
0.032 inch. The thin wall served to minimize both the heat capacity
of the model and the longitudinal heat conduction within the shell.
Stainless steel was used to further reduce longitudinal conduction
because of its low thermal conductivi~ relative to other metals.
Twenty cons-tank thermocouple Wires were soldered into holes in the
she31 spaced along a ray of the cone as shown in figure l(a). Four
additional constantan ties were installed along the opposite ray of
the cone to provide a check on the uniformi@ of “thecircumferential
surface-temperature distributions. A single stiimless steel w5re,
coneckd to the base of the cone, completed the return circuit fa
the 24 stainless-steel+ onstantan thermocouples. The exkerior surface

.
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of the cone was ground and then polished until the 3wcimum roughness was
reduced to less tian 15 microinches.

,,
Careful inspection of light reflec-

tions from the cone surface revealed that the surface waviness was @.

ko” cone cylinder.- The ~“ cone-cylinder model which was included
in the present investigation to obtati tit-afor coqarison with that of
reference 5 is shcfwnin figwe 1(%). The cone-cylinder models of the
two investigationswere made of different materials and with different
tineness ratios. The model of reference 5 was made in segments of a
paper-base plastic. The afterbody could be varied in length up to a
maximum of about 3 feet. The model of the present investigationwas
made with a thin (0.063inch thick) brass shell. Brass was used to
facilitate cons&uction. The titerbody length was selected to provik
over-all length Reynolds nuuiberscomparable to those of reference 5.
As shuwn in figure l(b), s~ iron-consta+n thermocouples were soldered
into the shell, one ‘beingplaced on the conical portion of the body. In
additionz sti static-pressure orifices were located along the -sib
side of the body to provide data fkom which the local Mach nmiber could
be calculated. The msxbmnn surface rougbhess of the 40° cone-cylinder
body was 20 microinches.

hstrumentition ad Accuracy

we thermocouple voltages on the bodies, as well as those from tie
thermocouples used to measure the total temperate in the wind tunnel,
were read on either 3nWcathg or recording sel.f-bahncing potentiometers
that were calibrated and were accurate to *O .25° l?. Although the ins&u-
ment accuracies wereif0.25° F, the repeatability -f the temperate
measurements during a test was *0..5°F %ecs,useof minor variations in
the s-tion teqerature. Several iron-constantm thermocouples
located on the downstream screen in each of the ad-tunnel settling
chanibms were used to measure the total temperalxmes of the air streams.
In the No. 2 tid tunnel, the stagnation-temperaturedistribution across
tie settling Ehs@ber was uniform within *O.5° F. In the No. 1 wind
tunnel, because of the cooling system, there was a ten@ezdnn?e miation
of 3° F across the settling chamber at the higher pressure levels. The
average of the temperate readings in the settling cwms was used in
the reduction of the test data. As a result, temperatm?e data obtiined
in the No. 2 ad tunnel can have a maximum error of *0.5° F, while tie
madmum error of those obtatied in the No. 1 wind tunnel can be approxi-
mately *1.5°F.

The local Mach nunhr just outside the boundary layer on the 10°
cone was computed fran the @own ~ch number distribution in the wind-
tunnel test section @ the charts of reference 7. ~ the case of the
cone cylintkr, tie local Mach number was computed from tie data of
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references 7 and 8
The values of local
*0.8 percent at the

7

and the static pressures observed during the tests.
hhch nuuiberwere estimated to be accaate to within
lower Mach nwibers, but the accuracy of the static

pressure measurements on the cone-cylinder model at a l&ch nmber of
3.7’7prmided-ues of the local Mach nuuiberthat were 0@8CCIR?de
to *1.2 percent. However, the effect of the decrease in accuracy of
the Mach nuniberis compensatedby a reduction in the effect of the Mach
number error on the over-all recovery4actor accuracy as the Mach nuuiber
increases (see eqvation 2).

The mssdmum probable error b the local.recovery factor, based on
the individual.accuracies of the lhch numbers and temperatures, is
approximately~l percent for values from both wind tunnels at all the
test Mach numbers. The Reynolds ntiers were determined with simdlar
accuracy.

PROCEDURE AND TEsm

A prelidnary series of tests with the 10° cone were conducted in
the Ames 1- by &foot supersonic wind tunnel No. 1 to obtain the ‘steady-
state value of the turbulent-boundary-layerrecovery factm at a nominal
Mach nuniberof 2 and a over-all.length Reynolds nuniberbased on free-
stieam conditions in the wind-tunnel test section of 7.7 x 108. The data
from these tests were obtained for comparison with data o%tatied under
‘transienttemperature conditions in the No. 2 w5nd tunnel but at the same
l&ch and Reynolds numbers. !lhelength Reynolds nuuiberwas held constant
in the intermittent-uperationwind tunnel by gradually decreasing the
total pressure as a function of the decreasing total &mp&ratwe. This
comparison served two purposes. First, a check was obtained on the rate
at which the tunnel-model cotiination reached equilibrium temperature.
E@libriwn was assumed to exist tien the surface-to-stagnationtempera-
&e ratio, Ts/To, at each point on the cone became constit as a func-
tion of the elapsed testing time. Second, by comparing these constant
values of the _&mperature ratios with those obtained under steady-state
cmditions in the codinuous -operation wind tunnel, the possible errors
due to the small lut finite heat transfer which accompanied the
stagnation-teqperatme drift could be evaluated.

After the accuracy of the testing technique ‘hadteen evaluated at
a Mach number of 2.0, tests were conducted with the 10° cone in the
No. 2 wind tunnel at a nominal Mach number of 3.8. The test conditions
‘wereselected so that the stagnation-t&perature drift and the over-all
heat-transfer rate corresponded to those of the tests at a Mach nunber
of 2.0. The test duration at the higher ~ch nuuber m less than at a
Mach number of 2.0 because of the fixed maximum pressure and the greater

.
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pressme ratio required to maintain supersonic flow; however, as will be ,,

discussed later, sufficient time was available for conditions to reach
equilibrium with this model.

c’

After the tests with the 10° cone, -the~“ cone cylinder was tested
in the No. 2 wind tunnel at nominal Mach nuuibersof 3.1 and 3.8. At the
higher ~ch n@ber the wall thickness of this model (0.063inch) pre-
vented the temperalnn?eratio Ts/To from reaching equilibrium in tie
availsble testing time. me data were plotted as a function of e-t,
where t is the elapsed testing time in seconds, and the ordinates at
infinite time (e-t = O) from the -apolated data were Men as the
experimental vaJues of the temperature ratios.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

10° Cone

The results of the preliminary tests in the No. 1 and No. 2 wind
tunnels to determine the suitabili~ of the thin-wallled,metal 10° cone
for tests under transient temperature conditions ere shown in figure 2.
These data were obtained at a Mch number of 1.97 in both wind tunnels
and indicate that the value of the temperature ratio for turbulent flow
(Ts/To = O.9W) in the boundary layer is independent of the test facil-
i~. The locations of the transition regions sre quite different, how-
ever.

ll!romthe data shown in figure 2 it can be concluded that the thin-
walled, metal cone is as satisfactory for recovery-factor measurements
in the No. 2 wind tunnel as in the No. 1 wind tunnel. Additional.evi-
dence of this is shown in figure 3 by the values of the temperature
ratio Ts/To at two different elapsed times during a test at a Mach
number of 3.77. As shown in figure 3, the values of the temperature
ratio in the ffist 8 inches of model length changed somewhat with
increasing time, but in the 8- to lk-inch region the change was negli-
gible. Since the total and surface temperatures were recorded continu-
ously with the during the tests in the No. 2 wind tunnel, it was
possible to plot values of the temperature ratio at several points on
the cone as a function of e-t and determine the value of the ratio
for infinite t~ (e-t = O). These values were found to correspond to
those shown in figure 3 for an elapsed time of 4.5 minutes, indicating
that within the limits of experimental accuracy the results shown were
obtained at the condition of thermal equilibrium. .

The computed local Mach nwiber distributions along the 10° cone at
free-stieam Mach n@bers of 1.97 and 3.77 are shown in figure 4. The
local recovery factors were calculated using the local Mach number, Ml,

-—-.-— — ——. .
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and the tenrperatwe ratio (g+ h equation (2) and are shown as

a function of local Reynolds number, Res, in fi~ 5. For convenience,
the definition of Reynolds number emplo~d in reference 5 has been used:

Vlx
Res = —

Vs
(3)

The viscosi~, ps, was calculated from Sutherlandrs eqyation as a func-

tion of the measured surface temperature, Ts, and the static pressure
was assumed constant across the boundary layer.1 Two theoretical values
of the recovery factor, the square root, and the cue root of the FYandtl
nuniber(Pr = O.715)have been included in figure 5 for coq=ison with
the experimental data. In figure 6 the curve of Tucker and Maslen
(equation (1)) for a m~atl nwiber of 0.715 and a l/7-power veloci@
profile is shown along with expertiental points taken from figure 5 and
the data of reference 3. These points were selected so-that, on the
basis of free-stream propertiesl and when account is taken of geometric
differences (reference 6), the Reynolds number is approximately constant.

It is appment from figure 6 that there is little variation of the
experimental recovery factor with Mach nunber, and that for the theory
of reference 4 to he consistent with the data the parameter N and We
local Mach mmiber Ml must be related in such a manner that the entire
eqonent of the Prandtl nuniberin eqyation (1) is ahmst constant and
at a vslue near SquireTs exact value for N = 7 and Ml = O. (An
empirical modification of the theory of reference 4 which predicts a
recovery factor consistent with the data of the present investigation
has been proposed by Mr. Maurice Tucker of the NACA Lewis Flight
Propulsion Laboratory.)2

lRewol& n~er ~asea on ~~ prqerties can be co~er’ted to Remolds

number based on locsllfree-stream properties for the present test
conditions by the approximate relation:

VI Res

( )

1.9
%X 1_—=

~ - Rel To l+&M12

‘In NACA TN 233’7,‘192, the arithmetic mean temperature of the boundary
layer is proposed as a suitable reference temperature for evaluating
the state properties of compressible turbulent boundary layers. This
hypothesis gives a reasonable agreement between experiment-aland pre-
dicted drag coefficients in supersonic flow. If the same hypothesis
is used to obtain a Frandtl nuniberrepresentative of the turbulent
boundary layer, the recovery factors predicted for local lhch nunibers
of 1.93 and 3.61 are 0.885 and 0.883, respectively, for N = 7. !llhese
values me in close agreement with the data shown in figure 6.

.——._.— ——...——— —— — —
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The local large values of recovery factor at the completion of transi-
tion (fig. 5) could result from the fact that N, in effect, is grea~r

*

than 7 at the %eginnhg of the turlmlent-bmuiiary-layerregion. If this
is true, the greatest possihle recovery factor according to equation (1)
could not exceed the cube root of the Prandtl nuniber(N+).

The exper-tal turbulent-boundary-layerrecovery factor some
distance after transition is independent of Mach nunibersmd Reynolds
nuniberwithin the limits of experimen~ accuacy for the range of test
conditions covered in the present investigation. The experimental
values lie between 0.879 and 0.885, and these recovery factors are in
agreement with those

In the tests of
(3.77), it WaS found

reported in references 1,

40° Cone Cylinder

2, ~a 3.

the ~“ cone cylinder at the maximum Mach nwiber
that the surface temperature did not reach egyi-

libriu& in the h.5-minute test period. The values of the temperature
ratio T /T.

?

from each thermocouple for this test are shown in
figure 7 a) plotted as functions of e-t/eO. The values of the tem-
peraimre ratio along the body for infinite time (e-t = O) are shown in
figure .7(b). (Sy?ibolscorrespond to thermocouple locations tabulated
in fig. 7(a).) The data for a free-stream Mach number of 3.10 are
also shown in fig-we T(b). It was not necessary to extrapolate to
infinfte time to obtain these latter data. The thermocouple at
x= 1.63 inches was located on the kOO cone and the temperature obtained
at this point is shown connected to the other points by a dashed lfie
indicating an unhewn variation because the change from a cone to a
cylinder h this region is accompanied by both an abrupt change b
local Mach nuniberand the beginning of transition.

The Mach nmiber distributions slong the cone cylinder at l@ch
numbers of 3.10 and 3.77 are shown in figure 8. ‘The local recovery
factors calculated by use of equation (2) are plotted as a function of
local Reynolds nwiber in figure 9. (For clarity, the data for a mh
number of 3.10 are shown with flagged symbols.) It can be observed tit
the values of the local recovery factor measured on the conical nose =e,
wtthin the limits of experimental accuracy, the same as those measmed
near the tip of the 10° cone despite the differences in cone angle and
model material. The value of the turbulent-boundary-layerrecovery
factor at a lhch nwiber of 3.10 is 0.890. At a lkch number of 3.77
the recovery factor is slightly greater. No local increase in the
recovery factor at the completion of transition is apparent in the data
for the cone cylinder. It is possible that this small characteristic
local.increase could have been eliminated by longitudinal heat conduction
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.
in the rather thick brass shell or masked by the effect of change in.
body shape in the transition zone. It is also possible that any locaJ
increase could have occurred between the rather widely spaced thermo-
couples and therefore remained undetected.

It should be noted in figure 9 that the decr~ase in length Reynolds
number in going from the cone to the cylinder results from the fact that
the magnitude of the local Reynolds nuuiberper foot on the cyltidrical
portion is considerably less than on the conical nose.

The recovery-factor data from reference 5 obtained at Mach nmibers
of 2.87 and 4.25 are shown in figure 9 for comparison with the present
data. AIJ the tits from reference 5 were obtained on the cylindrical
portion of the body. I&jor differences are apparent be-en these data
and those of the present investigation. Although the reasons for the
differences between the general levels of the recovery-factor data are
not known, it should be noted that two differences between the respec-
tive test conditions are the Reynolds number per foot (1 x 105 in the
tests of reference 5 and 7 x 105 in the present tests) and the transi-
tion Reynolds number of the wind tunnels. This suggests that wind-
tunnel turbulence level or approach toward free molecule flow maybe
affecting the results.s

The results of the present tests of the 40° cone cyltider indicate
that the turbulent-boundary-layerrecovery factor for this configuration
is stistantially the same as that for the 10° cone. The greatest value
obtained with the cone cylinder (0.896at M = 3.77)is about 2 percent
greater than the minimum value obtained with the 10° cone (0.879 at
M= 1.W). Thus, for presumably completely developed turlnilentboundary
layers on both bodies, the recovery factors are in agreement within tie
limits of experimental accuracy (*1 percent). Avalue of 0.890 is prob-
ably adequately representative of the experiment-alresults for Reynolds
numbers per foot (Res) greater than about 2 x 105.

aRecent exploratory tests with the ld cone in the Ames 10- by 14-inch
hypersonic wind tunnel (Mm= 3 to 7, continuous operation at

Po = 75 PsQl maximum) have indicated that the turbulent-boundary-layer

recovery factors at length Reynolds numbers equal to those in the
1- by 3-foot wind tunnel No. 2 were almost identical to those of the
present investigation. However, at Reynolds numbers less than 2 X 105
per foot the recovery factor exceeds those reported herein and the

. value appesrs to increase with decreasing Reynolds numbers pe~ foot.
Values as high as 0.92 have been_q_easuredat a Reynolds number of
1.5 x 105per foot and a Mach nu@@r of 4.

.

—-—.—— —— ..— —— .— .—
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CONCLUDING REMARKS .

Turhilent-’oundsry-lqer recovery factors have been measured on two
bodies of revoltion, a 10° cone and a 40° cone cylinder. The results
for the 10° cone have been cqared with the theory of Tucker and Maslen
and the effect of Mach ntier predicted by this theory was not detected.
However, the velociw profile was not measured in the-present experi-
ments and such measurements are necesssry before the validity of the
theory can be determined. The data obtained with the ko” cone cylinder
were comp=ed with data obtained by Eber for a model of identical shape
and markedly different results were obtained. The difference is believed
to be caused by possible differences in the conditions which caused tran-
sition. For Reynolds nmibers (Res) greater than about 2 x 105 per foot,
and for l&ch nunibersup to 3.7’7,a value of 0.885+ O.011 is adeqmtely
representative of the results obtained with both bodies in the present
investigation. S~ results have been found by previous investiga-
tors at lower Mach nunbers.

Ames Aeronautical Lsboratmy
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Jan. 22, 1952
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